REACT International, Inc.
Policy Statement

Policy 5-01
SUBJECT:

Duties of Directors Elected to Represent Regions

PURPOSE:

To Establish Director Duties

SCOPE:

Regions

GENERAL:
Nine Directors are elected for three-year rotating terms to represent the nine REACT Regions. This Policy Statement
outlines their general duties.
SCOPE:
The function of a Director elected to represent a REACT Region is to serve and provide leadership for Teams and
Councils, not to command them.
DUTIES:
1. Promote and develop the REACT organizational concept within the Region. Encourage, assist, guide, and
develop cooperation among Regional Teams and memberships.
2. Promote, develop, and assist as needed new Teams within the Region, instilling the goals of proficient,
professional emergency communications for their communities.
3. Serve their Regional Teams and members as a mediator and express their needs, wants, and desires to the
entire REACT International Board of Directors.
4. Act as an official point of contact between the REACT International, Inc., Board of Directors and their
Teams and Members.
5. Assist, monitor, and audit financial records of Teams that use the REACT International, Inc., IRC Section
501(c)(3) charitable status umbrella. Ensure that Teams follow required procedures. Make monthly and annual reports
to the RI Treasurer.
6. Encourage Teams and Councils in the Region to provide organized training in leadership, planning, and
training exercises as may be needed.
7. Encourage members in the Region to serve on REACT International, Inc., corporate committees.
8. Encourage Teams to develop councils where there are none.
9. Act as a mediator of conflicts, when requested.
10. Receive and evaluate complaints and/or conflicts with policy or procedures and forward, with
recommendations, to the REACT President for action.
11. Represent REACT policies and capabilities with local representatives of federal, national, and local
organizations, e.g., Red Cross, FEMA, NVOAD and regional local government counterparts (State and county
Departments of Emergency Management, etc.) to promote REACT within the Region.
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